
Sakunpat Padam
PERSONAL INFORMATION

ABOUT ME

date of birth | 04 / 03 / 1998

My name is Sakunpat Padam, can call me Pui. I have a lot of intention to 
be an architect before I attended The University. Around secondary 2, when 
my dad went to study architecture, I saw my dad cut the model. Write in different 
ways, but in the end, my father did not finish school due to many problems. So I 
have something in mind about architecture and I think I have to learn architecture.
When I became an architecture student, I began to learn and study various forms 
of work. And the most thing I am interested is concept of Architecture. I love of work. And the most thing I am interested is concept of Architecture. I love 
achitecture and design, and for every project I’m trying to find the best solution or 
concept to go deep into detail, constructions and expand my knowledge.

I’m 23 years old. I graduated from King Mongkut’s University of Technology North
Bangkok with an Architecture degree in Faculty of Architecture and Design. If I work 
here, I will do my best. And listene to every instruction that the company teaches 
me I’m very diligent and eager.

I wish I would be a part of your company.I wish I would be a part of your company.

THREETOUCH ENGINEERING                             

Tasks assignment during the internship.
1. Solve the pattern of the consult from owner project sent for correction
2. Update construction progress reports each day and take pictures of the progress.
3. Extended writing.
4. Write a tile laying pattern in the project.
5. Check the height and distance of the Post Tension.
6. The report is specified in parts that do not correspond to the design.6. The report is specified in parts that do not correspond to the design.
7. Deal between electricians and plasterers jobs do not overlap.
8. Check the number of poles and the casting size to be each day.
9. Check correctness and keep a report of the walk pipes in the bathroom each day.

Task assignment during the internship.
1. Accepting renovate assignments the existing building was a hair transplant clinic.
2. Make a 3D model of the original building.
3. Make concept diagram and zoning.
4. Cut Choui Fong Model 2.
5. Solve the M house.
6. Render DP house.6. Render DP house.
7. Correct the material wall to be exactly as specified in the design.
8. Make facade W house.
9. Solve the bathroom plan.
10. Edit the bedroom plan.
11. JC house wall design.

Internship sine 8 June 2018 - 26 July 2018  

IDIN ARCHITECTS                             
Internship sine 1 April 2020 - 22 May 2020  

2011-2013 I Graduated from secondary school from Satriwittaya School 2.
2014-2016 I Graduated from high school from Satriwittaya School 2.
2017-2020 I Graduated from King Mongkut's University of Technology North Bangkok 
                 with an Architecture.degree in Faculty of Architecture and Design.
 

address | 201/1156 Klongsongtonnoon 
            Ladkrabang, Bangkok 10520
email | sakunputpui@gmail.com
contact | 089-779-0822
I can start work from 1st August 2021.

LANGUAGES

EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE

Thai       | native

INTERESTS

Drawing

Photography Singer

Youtuber (ghost hunter)

SOFTWARE SKILL

AutoCAD
Photoshop
Illustator

Rhinoceros
Grasshopper
Revit
3Dmax
SketchUp Pro

Lumion
Vray for 3Dmax
Corona for 3Dmax

Vegas Pro
Corel VideoStudio
Premium Pro

English | medium

Deutsch | a little bit


